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 .   ..The structure of the Quillen complex of Sp q at p, denoted A Sp q , is2 n p 2 n
known when p is the characteristic prime. In this paper it is shown that if
 .   ..  .p N q y 1 then A Sp q is Cohen]Macaulay of dimension n y 1 . Further-p 2 n
  ..more, if d G 3 is the order of q in ZrpZ and d is odd, it is shown that A Sp qp 2 n
  ..is simply connected whenever m Sp q G 3.p 2 n
It is also shown that the order complex of proper, nondegenerate subspaces
of a 2n-dimensional symplectic space over F }ordered by inclusion}is Cohen]q
 .Macaulay of dimension n y 2 if q / 2. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a finite group G and a prime p dividing the order of G, the
 .Quillen complex of G at p, denoted A G , is the order complex of thep
poset of nontrivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of G}ordered by
 .inclusion. It is well known that A G is disconnected iff G contains ap
strongly p-embedded subgroup. Thus, by a result of Gorenstein and Lyons
w x  .  .5, 24.1 , the pairs G, p of groups G and primes p for which A G isp
disconnected have been completely characterized. It is thus natural to try
 .and characterize those groups and primes for which A G is simplyp
connected. This question has, to a large extent, been reduced to a question
 .about the simple connectivity of A G for a minimal class of groupsp
 . w x w xincluding the classical groups of Lie type by Aschbacher in 2 . In 4 it
  ..has been shown that A GL q is simply connected wheneverp n
  ..m GL q G 3, so in this paper we address the simple connectivity ofp n
  ..A Sp q .p 2 n
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w x   ..When p is the characteristic prime, by Theorem 3.1 of 6 , A Sp qp 2 n
 .has the homotopy type of the Tits building of Sp q . Thus, by the2 n
w x   ..Solomon]Tits theorem 7, Theorem 1 , A Sp q is simply connectedp 2 n
  ..whenever m Sp q G 3. In light of this result we restrict ourselves top 2 n
 .  .the case when p, q s 1. We first consider the case when p N q y 1 , in
  ..which case the base field is a splitting field for any A g A Sp q . Thisp 2 n
 .  .allows us to prove that when p N q y 1 the Quillen complex of Sp q is2 n
 .   ..Cohen]Macaulay of dimension n y 1 . In particular, A Sp q is sim-p 2 n
  ..ply connected whenever n s m Sp q G 3. We also consider the sim-p 2 n
  ..ple connectivity of A Sp q when the order, d, of q in ZrpZ is greater2 n
than 1. In this case we have to consider the case when d is even separately
from the case when d is odd. When d is odd we use the connectivity of
  ..   ..   ..A Sp q and results about A GL q to show that A Sp q isp 2 n p n p 2 n
  ..simply connected whenever m Sp q G 3. The main theorem of thisp 2 n
paper is:
 .THEOREM A. Let p be a prime and q a prime power order. If p N q y 1 ,
  ..  .then A Sp q is Cohen]Macaulay of dimension n y 1 . If d G 3 is thep 2 n
  ..order of q in ZrpZ, and d is odd, then A Sp q is simply connectedp 2 n
  ..whene¨er m Sp q G 3.p 2 n
  ..As a corollary to the fact that A Sp q is Cohen]Macaulay whenp 2 n
 .p N q y 1 we show that:
THEOREM B. Let V be a 2n-dimensional symplectic space o¨er F withq
q / 2, and define C to be the order complex of the proper nondegenerate
subspaces of V}ordered by inclusion. Then C is Cohen]Macaulay of dimen-
 .sion n y 2 .
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
In this section we recall some basic definitions and facts about simplicial
complexes. By a simplicial complex we mean an abstract simplicial complex
w x}as defined in 8 . Most of the notation used in this paper is standard, and
w x w x w xwe point the reader to 2 , 6 , and 4 , for definitions of terms such as the
 .first barycentric subdi¨ ision sd K of a simplicial complex K, the cone CX
of an order complex X, the join X )Y and product X = Y of order
complexes, and the dimension of an order complex.
Given a finite group G and a prime p dividing the order of G, we define
 .the Quillen complex of G at p, denoted A G , to be the order complex ofp
the poset of nontrivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of G}order by
inclusion. Recall that, given an elementary abelian p-subgroup A F G,
 .the p-rank of A, denoted m A , is the dimension of A considered as ap
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 .vector space over F . The p-rank of G, denoted m G , is given byp p
 .   .  .4m G s max m A N A g A G .p p p
We extend reduced homology to the empty set by defining:
Z, if i s y1,ÄH B ' .i  0, else.
Ä  .A simplicial complex K is said to be n-connected if H K s 0 ; i F n,i
and if K is simply connected when n G 1. Note that the empty set is
y2-connected.
Also recall that a d-dimensional simplicial complex K is said to be
 .d-spherical if it is d y 1 -connected. Following Quillen, K is said to be
 .Cohen]Macaulay C.M. of dimension d if it is d-spherical and the link of
 .  .each s-simplex is d y s y 1 -spherical. In particular, A G is C.M. iffp
 . .   .  . .  .  4A G ) A is m G y m A y 1 -spherical for every A g A G j 1p p p p
w x6, Prop. 10.1 .
LEMMA 2.1. Gi¨ en C.M. complexes K and L of dimensions n and m,
respecti¨ ely, K ) L is C.M. of dimension n q m q 1. Furthermore, if
 .G , G , . . . , G are finite groups such that A G is C.M. of dimension n1 2 s p i i
 .  .for 1 F i F s then A G = G = ??? = G is C.M. of dimensionp 1 2 s
s n q s y 1.is1 i
 . w xProof. The first statement follows from 2.6 of 2 . The second state-
 .ment is proven by induction using the fact that A G = ??? = G isp 1 s
 .  .  . w xhomotopic to A G ) A G ) ??? ) A G 4, Lemma 1.2 .p 1 p 2 p s
Recall that a subposet S : P is said to be closed if x F y and y g S
implies x g S. The following well-known result about closed subposets of
the product of posets is included for the sake of completeness.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X and Y be nonempty posets and F a closed subposet
  . 4of X = Y For each x g X, let F s y9 g Y N x, y9 g F . Define F simi-x y
larly for each y g Y. If ; x g X and ; y g Y, F and F are n-connected,x y
then X is n-connected iff Y is n-connected.
 .We shall use this theorem to study the structure of A G , for variousp
choices of G, as follows. Let K be a simplicial complex on which G acts,
and let
sd K = A G = F s k , A N k g Fix A . 4 .  .  .  .p
 .  .  .Here Fix A is the subcomplex of sd K defined on the simplices of sd K
w xon which A acts as the identity. Then, by the proof of Lemma 1.10 in 4 , F
 .  .is a closed subposet of sd K = A G . By Theorem 2.2, if K is n-con-p
 .  .nected and F and F are n-connected ; k g sd K and ; A g A G ,k A p
 .then A G is n-connected.p
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Also, for completeness, we include a well-known result about Quillen
complexes of certain factor groups.
 .  .THEOREM 2.3. Gi¨ en a finite group G such that O G F Z G where pp9
is a prime di¨ iding the order of G, the canonical homomorphism p : G ª
 .  .   ..GrO G induces an isomorphism between A G and A GrO G in thep9 p p p9
category of posets.
 .3. AN n y 1 -SPHERICAL COMPLEX
 .In this section we identify an n y 1 -spherical complex K with an
n-dimensional vector space V over F . Let V * be the dual space of V. Forq
each U F V we denote by U H the annihilator of U in V *. Let K be the
 H4order complex of the poset 0 / U = U9 N U F V and U9 F U , partially
 .ordered by inclusion. Note that, by definition, K is an n y 1 -dimensional
 .complex. We shall show that K is n y 2 -connected.
 H.  4For each U F V, let K s K F U = U , and note that K N U F VU U
 .is a cover of K. Let N s N K be the ner¨ e of the cover. Given a finite,U
 4nonempty subset K N 1 F i F r of N, note thatUi
K / B m 0 / U = U H ,F F FU i i /  /i
1FiFr 1FiFr 1FiFr
 .  H.which implies F U = F U is the unique maximal ele-1F iF r i 1F iF r i
ment of F K . Hence, given a simplex s in N, F K is1F iF r U K g s Ui Uw  .xconically contractible. Therefore, by the nerve theorem 3, 10.6 , K and
 .N are homotopy equivalent. Thus, it suffices to show that N is n y 2 -
connected.
 4Note that K N 1 F i F r is a simplex of N iff F U / 0 orU 1F iF r ii
 :U N 1 F i F r z V. Thus, we can identify N with the simplicial complexi
 .L whose vertices are all the subspaces of V including 0 and V , with a
 :finite, nonempty subset s : L a simplex iff F U / 0 or U N U g sU g s
z V.
 .Let P V be the set of points, that is, one-dimensional subspaces of V,
 .  .and let H V be the set of hyperplanes of V. For each p g P V define
 4  .  <s s U F V N p F U ; similarly for each h g H V define t s U F Vp h
4U F h . Then the maximal simplices of L are exactly the elements of the
  .  .4set s , t N p g P V and h g H V . Note that for any finite simplicialp h
complex, whenever the intersection of a collection of maximal simplices is
nonempty it is contractible. Thus, by the nerve theorem, the simplicial
complex and the nerve of its cover by maximal simplices are homotopic.
 4  .  .Given a set s , t of maximal simplices of L, F s F F t / B iffp h i p j hi j i j
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 :   .4 p F F h . Therefore, the nerve of the cover s N p g P V j t Ni j p h
 .4h g H V of L can be identified with the following simplicial complex M.
 .  .Let M be the simplicial complex defined on P V j H V , with a
 :finite, nonempty subset s of M a simplex iff p N p g s F F hhg s
  .here we adopt the convention that F h s V if s F H V s B andhg s
 :  . .p N p g s s 0 if s F P V s B .
Comment 1. Since K , N, N and L are identified with one another,
and M is identified with the nerve of the cover of L by its maximal
 .  .simplices, K is n y 2 -connected iff M is n y 2 -connected.
 .  .Let P and H be the subcomplexes of M generated by P V and H V ,
 .  .respectively. Since we are working over a finite field, P V and H V are
both finite and thus are the unique maximal elements of P and H,
respectively. Thus, both P and H are conically contractible. Let P s1
 < : 4  4s g P p N p g s s V and H s t g H N F h s 0 , and let M be1 hgt 1
 .  4the subcomplex of M generated by M _ P j H . Then P, M , H is a1 1 1
 4cover of M, and the nerve of this cover is given by P - P, M ) M -1 1
 4M , H ) H. Since the nerve of the cover is contractible and P and H1
are conically contractible, by the nerve theorem, if we can show that M is1
 .  .n y 2 -connected and both P l M and H l M are n y 3 -connected,1 1
 .we will have proven that M is n y 2 -connected.
LEMMA 3.1. Gi¨ en P, H, and M as defined abo¨e, both P l M and1 1
 .H l M are n y 3 -connected.1
Proof. Note that the map p : V ª V * given by U ª U H induces an
 .  .isomorphism between H V and P V * . So we have a canonical identifi-
U  .cation of H l M with P* l M the corresponding complexes for V * .1 1
 .Thus, it suffices to show that P l M is n y 3 -connected.1
wLet B be the Tits building of V. So, by the Solomon]Tits theorem 7,
x  .Theorem 1 , B is C.M. of dimension n y 2 . Defined a map f : P l
 .  :  .  .M ª B by f s s p N p g s . Let X s sd P l M and Y s sd B .1 1
 :  :Then s - t g X implies p N p g s F p N p g t . So f induces a map
from X to Y.
 .  .For each y s U - U - ??? - U g Y, let s s P U g X. Given0 1 r r
 . y1  ..  :s - ??? - s g f Y F y , p N p g s F U and so s F s . Hence,0 s s r r
y1  .. y1  ..s is the unique maximal element of f Y F y , and f Y F y is
 .conically contractible. Also note that, since Y s sd B , Y is C.M. and
 .   . .   .thus, for all y g Y, Y ) y is n y h y y 3 -connected. Here h y , which
  .. . w xequals dim Y F y , is the height of y in Y. So, by Theorem 9.1 of 6 , X
 .  .  .is n y 3 -connected since Y is n y 3 -connected. Since X s sd P l M ,1
the lemma holds.
 .  .In light of Lemma 3.1, K is n y 2 -connected if M is n y 2 -1
 .  .  .connected. Let X s sd M , so G s GL V acts on X. If p s char F ,1 q
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w x  .  .  .then, by Theorem 3.1 of 6 , A G is n y 2 -connected. Let X = A G =p p
 .  .4F s x, A N x g Fix A be the closed subposet defined in the discus-
sion following Theorem 2.2. If we can show that ; x g X and
 .  .; A g A G , F and F are contractible, then X and hence M will bep x A 1
 .n y 2 -connected.
 .LEMMA 3.2. F is contractible for each x s s - s - ??? - s g X.x 0 1 s
 .Proof. Note that F s A G . Two cases arise:x p x
 :Case I: W s p N p g s / 0. Let P be the parabolic subgroup of Gs
fixing W, and let U be the unipotent radical of P. Then U centralizes V
and VrW. Since p F W for each p g s , U fixes each p g s . On thes s
other hand, for each h g s , W F h, so U also fixes every h g s . Hence,s s
U fixes s for all 0 F i F s, and U 1 G . Since W / 0, U / 1 hencei x
 . w x  .O G / 1. Therefore, by Proposition 2.4 of 6 , A G is contractible.p x p x
 :Case II: p N p g s s 0 and F h s W / 0. By the definition ofs hg s s
M , W z V. Again, let U be the unipotent radical of the parabolic sub-1
 .group of G fixing W. As above, 1 / U F G and so again A G isx p x
contractible.
 .  .Now, given A g A G , A is unipotent on V. Thus, for p g P V lp
 .  .  .  . w xFix A , p F C A , and, for h g H V l Fix A , V, A F h. Also noteV
 . w x  .that C A l V, A s W / 0, and define s s W l P V . Then, forÄV 1 1
 4  .any s s p , h N i g I, j g J g Fix A , we havei j
 :  :w xp N pgs sW F V , A F h « p , p N pgs and i g I F h .Ä ÄF F1 j i j
jgJ jgJ
 .  .  .Hence, for every s g Fix A , s j s g Fix A . The map f : Fix A ªÄ
 .  .  .Fix A given by f s s s j s satisfies s F f s G s and thus definesÄ Ä
 .  4a homotopy between Fix A and s . Hence, we have shown:Ä
 .LEMMA 3.3. F is contractible for each A g A G .A p
THEOREM 3.4. Gi¨ en an n-dimensional ¨ector space V o¨er F , let K beq
 H4the other complex of the poset 0 / U = U9 N U F V and U9 F U ordered
 H .  .by inclusion U is the annihilator of U in V * . Then K is n y 1 -spherical.
 .Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we know that M as defined above is1
 .n y 2 -connected. This theorem then follows from Lemma 3.1 and the
discussion preceding that lemma.
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  ..  .4. A Sp q IS C.M. OF DIMENSION n y 1p 2 n
 .WHEN p N q y 1
For the remainder of the paper V is a 2n-dimensional symplectic space
 .over F with symplectic form f , and p is a prime such that p, q s 1. Inq
 .this section we also assume that p N q y 1 .
  ..Fix an element A g A Sp q and consider a decomposition V s [ Vp 2 n ll
of V into homogeneous components under the action of A. Let F s
 a 4l: A ª F N V / 0 .q l
LEMMA 4.1. If p is odd, then, gi¨ en l g F, ly1 g F and V q V y1 isl l
symplectic. Furthermore, if 1 / l g F, then V is totally singular and V ql l
V y1 s V [ ly1.l l
If p s 2, then ;l g F, V is nondegenerate. Also, V H V for all l /l l g
g g F.
Proof. First, assume that p is odd. Let l / 1 and pick x, y g ¨ andl
a g A. Then
2f x , y s f ax , ay s f l a x , l a y s l a f x , y .  .  .  .  .  . .
2« 1 y l a f x , y s 0. .  . .
 . p  p.  .Now, l a s l a s 1, p / 2, and l / 1 imply f x, y s 0. Thus, V isl
totally singular when p is odd and l / 1.
 .  .With p still odd, let l g F so now l can equal 1 . Since Rad V s 0,
given x g V a, there exists g g F such that V Fr x H . Let y g V such thatl g g
 .  .  .  .  .  .f x, y s 1. Then 1 s l a g a f x, y s l a g a for all a g A and hence
y1  :g s l . Note that U s x, y is a hyperbolic subspace of V and hence
V s U [ U H .
 . H  H.  H. -1Since A F Sp q , A acts on U . Let W s U and W s U ;2 n 1 l 2 l
 :  :y1then V s x [ W and V s y [ W . Thus, by induction on dimen-l 1 l 2
 .  .y1 y1sions, dim V s dim V and V q V is a symplectic space as claimed.l l l l
Now let p s 2. It suffices to show that, for l / g g F, V H V . But,l g
 .  .given x g V , y g V , and a g A we have f x, y s f ax, ay sl g
 .  .  .   .  ..  .  .2  2 .l a g a f x, y « 1 y l a g a f x, y s 0. But l a s l a s 1 and
 .l / g implies f x, y s 0 as required.
Comment 2. We will have to consider the decomposition of V under
  ..the action of an element of A Sp q a number of times in this paperp 2 n
 .both in this and other sections . Whenever we write the decomposition as
 .y1 y1V s V H V [ V H ??? H V [ V or V s V H V H ??? H V ,0 l l l l 0 l l1 1 s s 1 s
the homogeneous component V will equal V when l s 1; that is,0 l
 .V s C A .0 V
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 .   ..LEMMA 4.2. Gi¨ en a prime p N q y 1 , m Sp q s n.p 2 n
Proof. Consider an orthogonal decomposition of V s V H V H ??? H1 2
 .   ..V into hyperbolic planes. Since p N q y 1 , A Sp q / B, so let A sn p 2
  ..   ..A = A = ??? = A , where A g A Sp V ;1 F i F n. Thus, m Sp q1 2 n i p i p 2 n
G n.
 .Now let A g A G . If p / 2, then, by Lemma 4.1, we have a decompo-p
sition of V s V H V [ V y1 H ??? H V [ V y1 where s F n. When0 l l l l s1 1 s
p s 2, again by Lemma 4.1, we have an orthogonal decomposition V s
V H V H ??? H V with s F n.0 l l1 s
 .  .y1Now, for all 1 F i F s, let A s C V [ V when p / 2 or A si A l l i ii
 .  .  .  .y1C V when p s 2 . Note that, when p / 2, C V s C V . If WA l A l A l ii i iw x  :is the simple F A -submodule such that V s W N W ( W , thenq l ii
 .  .  .C V s C W s A . But ArC W acts faithfully irreducibly on WA l A i i A i ii w  .xand thus is cyclic 9, 5.21 . So we have
A ) A G A l A G ??? G A s 1,F1 1 2 i
1FiFs
 .where each factor group is isomorphic to 1 or ZrpZ. Therefore, m A Fp
  ..s F n, and hence m Sp q F n.p 2 n
  ..Therefore, we have shown m Sp q s n as claimed.p 2 n
By the discussion following the definition of C.M. in Section 2, in order
  ..to show that A Sp q is C.M. of dimension n, we have to show thatp 2 n
  .. .    ..  . .A Sp q ) A is m Sp q y m A y 1 -spherical for all A gp 2 n p 2 n p
  ..  4   ..A Sp q j 1 . By Lemma 4.2 and the definition of A Sp q , this isp 2 n p 2 n
  ..  .equivalent to showing that A Sp q is n y 2 -connected andp 2 n
  .. .   . .   ..A Sp q ) A is n y m A y 1 -spherical for all A g A Sp q .p 2 n p p 2 n
  .. .   . .But we already know that A Sp q ) A is n y m A y 1 -p 2 n p
  ..  .dimensional, so it remains to show that A Sp q is n y 2 -connectedp 2 n
  .. .   . .   . .and A Sp q ) A is n y m A y 2 s n y h A y 3 -connected.p 2 n p
  ..  .Since A Sp q is nonempty, that is, y1 s 1 y 2 -connected, and thep 2
empty set is y2-connected, the claim holds for the case n s 1. Thus, we
  ..can consider the case n ) 1. We will first prove that A Sp q is C.M.p 2 n
when p is odd, followed by the case p s 2, so assume that p is odd.
  .. .   . .LEMMA 4.3. A Sp q ) A is n y h A y 3 -connected for all A gp 2 n
  ..A Sp q .p 2 n
  .. .   .. .Proof. Since A Sp q ) A s A C A ) A for all A gp 2 n p S p q.2 n
  ..   . .A Sp q , it suffices to show the latter is n y h A y 3 -connected. Letp 2 n
F = Fq be a subset such that l / g g Fq implies lg / 1 and F s
 y1 q4  .y1l, l N l g F . Then note that V s [ V q V .q l llg F
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Now,
H
y1C A s N V s C V q V . .  .  . .F S p q. S p q. l S p q. l l2 n 2 n 2 nqlgFlgF
 . .  H.  .y1When l s 1, we have C V q V H s C V ( Sp V .S p q. l l S p q. 0 02 n 2 nq  .H.  .y1When 1 / l g F , C V [ V ( GL V . Thus,S p q. l l l2 n
C A ( Sp V = GL V . .  .  .S p q. 0 l2 n q1/lgF
  ..  .By induction on n, A Sp V is C.M. of dimension n y 1 wherep 0 0
 . w x   ..n s dim V r2. And, by Theorem 12.4 of 6 , A GL V is C.M. of0 0 p l
 .  . qdimension n y 1 , where n s dim V and n s n q  n .l l l 0 1/ lg F l
  ..  .Thus, by Lemma 2.1, A C A is C.M. of dimension n y 1 qp S p q. 02 n
 . < q<  .   .. .q n y 1 q F y 1 s n y 1 . Hence, A C A ) A is1/ lg F l p S p q.2 n
  . . w xn q h A y 3 -connected by Proposition 10.1 of 6 .
  ..  .It remains to show that A Sp q is n y 2 -connected. Let B sp 2 n
 .  .   ..sd B , where B is the Tits building of V, F . Define B = A Sp q =p 2 n
 .  .4  .F s x, A N x g Fix A . We know that B , and hence B, in n y 2 -
connected, so by the remark following Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that
  ..  .; x g B and ; A g A Sp q , F and F are n y 2 -connected.p 2 n x A
 .LEMMA 4.4. For all x g B, F is n y 2 -connected.x
  . .  .Proof. Note that F s A Sp q where Sp q is a standardx p 2 n x 2 n x
 .parabolic subgroup. Let U be the unipotent radical of Sp q and let p :2 n x
 .  . Sp q ª Sp q rU ( L be the canonical homomorphism where L is2 n x 2 n x
.  .  .the Levi factor . If x s U - U - ??? - U , then define n s dim U ,0 1 s 0 0
 .  .  .n s dim U y dim U for 1 F i F s, and n s n y dim U . Then,i i iy1 sq1 s
 .  .by the definition of the Levi factor, L ( GL q = GL q = ??? =n n0 1
 .  .  .GL q = Sp q . Since dim U ) 0, n - n. So, by Theorem 12.4n 2 n s sq1s sq1w x  .of 6 and induction on dimension, L is C.M. of dimension n y 1 .
 .Thus, L is n y 2 -connected.
  . .  .Now, p induces a map f : A Sp q ª A L . Note that if x - y gp 2 n x p
  . .  .  .   . .A Sp q , then f x - f y since U F O Sp q . Also,p 2 n x p 9 2 n x
y1  . ..  .  .f A L F y is C.M. of dimension h y for all y g A L , sincep p
y1  . ..  . wf A L F y s A U ? y and U is a solvable p9-group 6, Theoremp p
x w x11.2 . Thus, f satisfies the criteria of Corollary 9.7 of 6 , and therefore
  . .  .A Sp q s F is C.M. of dimension n y 1 . In particular, F isp 2 n x x x
 .n y 2 -connected.
 .   ..LEMMA 4.5. F is n y 2 -connected for all A g A Sp q .A p 2 n
  ..  .  .Proof. Fix A g A Sp q and remember that F s Fix A . If Fix A 9p 2 n A
is the full subcomplex of the Tits building B defined on those simplices
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  . .fixed under the action of A, then F s sd Fix A 9 . So it suffices to showA
 .  .  .y1that Fix A 9 is n y 2 -connected. Let V s [ V q V be a de-q l llg F
composition of V given in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Then one of two cases
occurs.
< q< q  4  4  .Case I: F s 1. Since A / 1, F s l / 1 , and we have dim V sl
 .  . 4n. Now Fix A 9 s s - s - ??? - s g B N As s s ;0 F i F r , and0 1 r i i
 .y1each s s U = W where U F V , W F V , and f u, w s 0 for u g Ui i i i l i l i
U  .  .y1and w g W . The map p : V ª V given by p ¨ s f y, ¨ is ani l l
 .  .isomorphism. Identifying W with p W , we see that Fix A 9 can bei i
 .identified with the n y 1 -spherical complex considered in Section 3
 .  .  .where V is the n-dimensional space . So in this case Fix A 9 is n y 2 -l
connected.
< q<  . qy1Case II: F ) 1. Let n s dim V q V r2 for all l g F , so byl l l
our assumption n - n for all l g Fq. Let B be the Tits building ofl l
 .Xy1V q V and let Fix A be the full subcomplex of B on those simplicesl l l l
 .X  .fixed under the action of A. Then, by Case I, Fix A is n y 1 -sphericall l
q  .X  .for all 1 / l g F , and, for 1 s l, B s Fix A is n y 1 -spherical byl l l
q  .X  4the Solomon]Tits theorem. For each l g F , define D s Fix A j 0l l
  .X .  .Xordered by inclusion. Then D ( C Fix A , the cone of Fix A asl l l
w x y1defined in 4 . If pr : V ª V q V is the canonical projection, thenl l l
  .X .  .  .4qpr Fix A s D and Fix A 9 s  D y 0, 0, . . . , 0 ,l l l g F l
 .X w x  . w x) Fix A , by Lemma 1.1 of 4 . So, by 2.6 of 2 and induction,q llg F
 .  . < q<  .qFix A 9 is spherical of dimension  n y 1 q F y 1 s n y 1 .lg F l
 .  .Thus, in both cases Fix A 9, and hence F , is n y 2 -connected asA
claimed.
< .   ..THEOREM 4.6. If p is an odd prime and p q y 1 , then A Sp q isp 2 n
C.M. of dimension n y 1.
   ...Proof. In Lemma 4.2 we showed that dim A Sp q s n y 1,p 2 n
  .. .    ..and in Lemma 4.3 we showed that A Sp q ) A is m Sp q yp 2 n p 2 n
 . .   ..m A y 1 -spherical for all A g A Sp q . Finally, in light of Lemmasp p 2 n
  ..  .4.4 and 4.5, A Sp q is n y 2 -connected. Thus, by Proposition 10.1p 2 n
w x   ..of 6 , A Sp q is C.M. of dimension n y 1.p 2 n
Now assume that p s 2. Since there is a central element of order 2 in
 .   ..   ..Sp q , O Sp q / 1, and thus A Sp q is contractible by proposi-2 n 2 2 n p 2 n
w x   ..tion 2.4 of 6 . So it remains to show that, for each A g A Sp q ,p 2 n
  .. .   . .A Sp q ) A is n y h A y 3 -connected.p 2 n
  ..   ..LEMMA 4.7. If A g A Sp q and A Fr Z Sp q , thenp 2 n 2 n
  .. .   . .A Sp q ) A is n y h A y 3 -connected.p 2 n
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Proof. Let V sH V be an orthogonal decomposition of V intollg F
nondegenerate homogeneous components, as given by Lemma 4.1. Then
  .. < <  .A Fr Z Sp q implies that F G 2 and dim V - n for all l g F. Now,2 n l
  .. .   .. .A Sp q ) A s A C A ) A andp 2 n p S p q.2 n
C A s N V s C V H s Sp V . .  .  . .F  S p q. S p q. l S p q. l l2 n 2 n 2 n
lgF lgFlgF
  ..Thus, by induction on dimensions and Lemma 2.1, A C A is C.M.p S p q.2 n
  .. .   . .of dimension n y 1 and thus A C A ) A is n y h A y 3 -p S p q.2 n
connected as desired.
  ..   ..It remains to show that if Z g A Sp q l Z Sp q , thenp 2 n 2 n
  .. .  .A Sp q ) Z is n y 3 -connected. Let B be the Tits building ofp 2 n
 .  .   .. .  .V, f and let B s sd B . Define B = A Sp q ) Z = F s x, A Np 2 n
 .4x g Fix A . As in the case p / 2, we need to show that, for each x g B
  .. .  .and A g A Sp q ) Z , F and F are n y 3 -connected.p 2 n x A
 .LEMMA 4.8. F is n y 3 -connected for each x g B.x
  . . .  .Proof. Note that F s A Sp q ) Z , where Sp q is a standardx p 2 n x 2 n x
parabolic subgroup. Let U be the unipotent radical and L the Levi factor.
 .   . .  .Then Z g A L . The map from A Sp q to A L is proper and thusp p 2 n x p
  . . .  . .induces a proper map f : A Sp q ) Z ª A L ) Z . By the proofp 2 n x p
 .  .of Lemma 4.4, A L is C.M. of dimension n y 1 . Hence, by Propositionp
w x  . .  .8.6 of 6 , A L ) Z is C.M. of dimension n y 2 . The proof of Lemmap
4.4 now goes through under the additional observation that, given y g
 . .  .  .A L ) Z , h y s m y y 2.p p
 .   .. .LEMMA 4.9. F is n y 3 -connected for each A g A Sp q ) Z .A p 2 n
  .. .  .Proof. Let A g A Sp q ) Z . Then F s Fix A , and, as inp 2 n A
 .Lemma 4.5, it suffices to show that Fix A 9}the full subcomplex of the
 .Tits building of V, f defined on those simplices fixed under the action of
 .A}is n y 3 -connected. If V sH V is an orthogonal decompositionllg F
into nondegenerate spaces as given by Lemma 4.1, then the fact that
< <A ) Z implies F G 2. Let B be the Tits building of V and let pr :l l l
  . .  4V « V be the canonical projection. Then pr Fix A 9 s B j 0 sl l l
 .  .C B . So, as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, Fix A 9 , ) B . Thus,l llg F
 .  . < <  .Fix A 9 is  n y 1 q F y 1 s n y 1 -spherical. Therefore,lg F l
 .  .   ..Fix A 9, and hence F is n y 2 and thus n y 3 -connected.A
 .   ..THEOREM 4.10. Gi¨ en a prime p such that p N q y 1 , A Sp q isp 2 n
 .C.M. of dimension n y 1 .
Proof. When p is an odd prime, this is Theorem 4.6. In the case when
p s 2, the result follows from Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9.
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 .COROLLARY 4.11. Let p be an odd prime di¨ iding q y 1 . Then
  ..  .A PSp q is C.M. of dimension n y 1 .p 2 n
 .  .  .  .Proof. Since an odd prime divides q y 1 , Sp q / Sp 2 , Sp 3 , or2 n 2 2
 .  .  .  .Sp 2 . Hence, PS q is simple. When q is odd, Sp q s PSp q and4 2 n 2 n 2 n
the result follows directly from Theorem 4.10. Otherwise, p / 2 implies
  ..   ..   ..O Sp q s Z Sp q and thus, by Theorem 2.3, A Sp q (p9 2 n 2 n p 2 n
  ..A PSp q . Hence, again the result follows by Theorem 4.10.p 2 n
5. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR THE CASE
 .  .p, q s 1 AND p ¦ q y 1
The results in this section are well known and are include for the sake of
completeness. In this, and the following sections, we make the additional
assumption that if d is the order of q in ZrpZ then d G 3 is odd. Note
 .that p, q s 1 and d G 3 implies p / 2.
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃdLet K s F , let V s V m K, let f : V = V ª K defined by f ¨ m a, w mq
.  .  .b s abf ¨ , w extended by linearity be the symplectic extension of f ,
 .  :  d .and, finally, let G s Gal KrF s s . Since p N q y 1 we can use ourq
results from Section 4, so we have an orthogonal decomposition of
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .y1 y1V sH V q V s V H V [ V . Choose orbit repre-ql l 0 l llg F 1/ lg F
sentatives l , l , . . . , l for the action of G on Fq with l s 1. Then0 1 m 0
note that Gl l Gly1 s B for all 1 F i F m, and for each 1 F i F m leti i
Ãq Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãy Ãdy 1V s [ V s V [ V [ ??? [ V and V s [ V .y1i g l s l . s l . i gg g Gl g g Gli i ii iÃq w x  . w xSince V is a K A -submodule normalized by G, by 25.7.2 of 1 , therei
q Ãq qw xexists an F A -submodule V F V such that V s V m K. Similarly,q i i i
y Ãy yw xthere exists an F A -submodule V F V such that V s V m K.q i i i
Ã Ã . w xFor V , also by 25.7.2 of 1 , we have V F V such that V s V m K.l 0 l 00 0
It then follows from our analysis in Section 4 that:
 .THEOREM 5.1. Let p be a prime with p, q s 1 and let d G 3 be the
  ..order of q in ZrpZ, and assume that d is odd. If A g A Sp q and V isp 2 n
the 2n-dimensional symplectic space o¨er F , then we ha¨e an orthogonalq
 q y.  q y.decomposition of V s V H V [ V H ??? H V [ V into homoge-0 1 1 m m
w xneous F A -submodules, such that:q
 .  .1. V s C A is nondegenerate with dim V s 2n where n ' n0 V 0 0 0
 .mod d , and
2. ; 1 F i F m, Vq and Vy are totally singular subspaces of dimensioni i
Ã q y .dn , where n s dim V , and V [ V is hyperbolic.i i K l i ii
In light of Theorem 5.1 we have the following lemma:
 .LEMMA 5.2. Let p be a prime with p, q s 1 and let d G 3 be minimal
 d .   ..with respect to p N q y 1 , and assume that d is odd. Then m Sp q s kp 2 n
? @where k s nrd ; that is, k is the smallest integer less than or equal to nrd.
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2, and follows from the
  ..fact that A Sp q is nonempty.p 2 d
The final result in this section follows from the identification of all
groups G and all primes p such that G has a strongly p-embedded
  . w x w x.subgroup see 6.2 of 2 and 24.1 of 5 .
 .LEMMA 5.3. If p is a prime with p, q s 1 and d G 3 is odd and
d   ..minimal with respect to p N q y 1, then A Sp q is connected whene¨erp 2 n
  ..m Sp q G 2.p 2 n
6. THE ACTION OF A ON THE TITS BUILDING OF V
  .Given A g A Sp q , we want to analyze the action of A on B thep 2 n
Tits building on V. By Theorem 5.1 we have an orthogonal decomposition
 q y.  q y.of V s V H V [ V H ??? H V [ V into homogeneous compo-0 1 1 m m
Ãq .  :dnents under the action of A. Let K s F , Gal KrF s s , V andq q i
Ã q  . qV be defined as in Section 5, and note that V s C s s ¨ qÃl i Vi idy1 Ã .  . :s ¨ q ??? qs ¨ N ¨ g V for all 1 F i F m. Fix 1 F i F m, and noteli q  .that, given a g K and w g V , we can define a w s a ¨ q s a ¨i
dy1 dy1 Ã .  .  .q ??? qs a ¨ where w s ¨ q s ¨ q ??? qs ¨ for ¨ g V . Ali
subspace U F Vq is defined to be a K-subspace iff U s KU. Note that,i
dy1 j . qgiven any a g A and 0 / w s  s ¨ g V , we havejs0 i
dy1 dy1 dy1
jj q j jaw s as ¨ s l a s ¨ s s l a ¨ s l a w. .  .  .  .  . .  i i i
js0 js0 js0
q  dy1 4Thus, for any 0 / w g V , we have Aw s w, z w, . . . , z w for z g K ai
pth root of unity. Therefore, we have:
LEMMA 6.1. U F Vq is A-in¨ariant iff U is a K-subspace of Vq. Ini i
 . qparticular, d N dim U if U F V is an A-in¨ariant subspace.i
Proof. The proof is trivial and left to the reader.
 .Now, let B be the Tits building of V and Fix A the full subcomplex of
B defined on those simplices fixed under the action of A. Given a totally
singular subspace U F V fixed under the action of A, we must have
U s U H U H ??? H U where U F V , U F Vq [ ¨y for all 1 F i F m,0 1 m 0 0 i i i
 .and AU s U . If we let Fix A be the full subcomplex of the Tits buildingi i 0
of V defined on those simplices fixed under the action of A, and for all0
 .1 F i F m let Fix A be the equivalent subcomplex of the Tits building ofi
Vq [ Vy , then either:i i
< < q y  .Case I: F s 2 d. In this case V s V [ V , since A / 1, and Fix A1 1
 .s Fix A .1
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< < q yCase II: F ) 2 d. Then, letting pr : V ª V and pr : V ª V [ V0 0 i i i
  ..  .for 1 F i F m be the canonical projections, we have pr Fix A s Fix Ai i
 4   .  . w x  .j 0 ( C Fix A for all 0 F i F m . Thus, by Lemma 1.1 of 4 , Fix Ai
 .  .  .( Fix A )Fix A ) ??? )Fix A .0 1 m
 .  .Since V s C A , Fix A is the Tits building of V and thus, by0 V 0 0
w x  .  .Theorem 1 of 7 , is n y 1 -spherical, where 2n s dim V . For 1 F i F0 0 0
 . q y Hm, U g Fix A implies U s U [ U where U F V and U F V l Ui 1 2 1 i 2 i 1
and AU s U for j s 1, 2. By Lemma 6.1, U and U are K-subspaces ofj j 1 2
q y Ã Ã Ã y1V and V , respectively. If B is the Tits building of V [ V , theni i i l l ii
Ã .Fix A can be identified with the full subcomplex of B defined on thosei i
Ã Ã y1simplices fixed under the action of A restricted to V [ V . Sincel li i
 d .p N q y 1 , as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, this last complex can be
identified with the complex studied in Section 3. Hence, by Theorem 3.4,
 .  .  q y.Fix A is n y 1 -spherical, where 2 dn s dim V [ V .i i i i i
Now, let B be the full subcomplex of B defined on those totallyd
singular subspaces of dimension divisible by d. Then B is a truncation ofd
 . w x  . ? @B and thus, by 3.5 of 2 , is C.M. of dimension k y 1 where k s nrd
  ..  .  .s m Sp q by Lemma 5.2 . Let Fix A 9 be the full subcomplex of Bp 2 n d
 .Xdefined on those simplices fixed under the action of A, and define Fix A i
 .  .Xfor 0 F i F m as we did for Fix A above. Then note that Fix A s0
  . .  .Fix A is a truncation of the Tits building of V . So if dim V s 2 dn0 d 0 0 0
 .  .X  .q t where 0 F t ) 2 d , then Fix A is C.M. of dimension n y 1 . By0 0
 .X  .  .Lemma 6.1, for 1 F i F m, Fix A s Fix A and hence is n y 1 -i i i
m   ..spherical. Note that  n s k s m Sp q . Once again, we haveis0 i p 2 n
< <  .  .X  .    .. .either F s 2 d and Fix A 9 s Fix A is n y 1 s m Sp q y 1 -1 1 p 2 n
 .  .X m  .  .spherical or Fix A 9 ( ) Fix A and is  n y 1 q m q 1 yi is0 i0 F iF m
   .. .   . w x.1 s m Sp q y 1 -spherical by induction and 2.6 of 2 . Thus, wep 2 n
have shown:
  ..THEOREM 6.2. Let A g A Sp q , let V be a 2n-dimensional symplec-p 2 n
tic space, and let B be the Tits building of V. Let B be the full subcomplexd
of B defined on those totally singular subspaces whose dimensions are
 .  .di¨ isible by d where d is the order of q in ZrpZ and is odd . Let Fix A 9 be
the full subcomplex of B consisting of those simplices fixed under the actiond
 .    .. .of A. Then Fix A 9 is m Sp q y 1 -spherical.p 2 n
  ..   ..7. IF d IS ODD AND m Sp q G 3, THEN A Sp q ISp 2 n p 2 n
SIMPLY CONNECTED
Let d G 3 be the order of q in ZrpZ, and assume that d is odd and that
  ..   ..m Sp q G 3. In this section we show that A Sp q is simplyp 2 n p 2 n
connected. Let B be defined as in Section 6. By the discussion precedingd
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   .. .Theorem 6.2, B is m Sp q y 1 -spherical and hence simply con-b p 2 n
 .   ..  .nected. Let B s sd B and define B = A Sp q = F s x, A N x gd p 2 n
 .4   ..Fix A . Then, by the discussion following Theorem 2.2, A Sp q isp 2 n
  ..simply connected if, ; x g B and ;A g A Sp q , F and F are simplep 2 n x A
  ..  .   . .  .connected. Now, ;A g A Sp q , Fix A s sd Fix A 9 , where Fix A 9p 2 n
is the full subcomplex of B defined on those simplices fixed under thed
 .action of A. Hence, by Theorem 6.2, Fix A is simply connected since
  ..m Sp q G 3.p 2 n
 .   . .Let x s x - x - ??? - x g B. Then F s A Sp q where0 1 s x p 2 n x
 .Sp q is a standard parabolic subgroup. Let U be the unipotent radical2 n x
 .  .of Sp q . Then the canonical homomorphism p : Sp q ª2 n x 2 n x
 .   . .  .Sp q rU ( L, the Levi factor, induces a map f : A Sp q x ª A L2 n x p 2 n p
of posets.
 .LEMMA 7.1. A L is simply connected.p
 .  .  .  .Proof. We have L ( GL q = GL q = ??? = GL q = Sp qdn dn dn 2 m0 1 ss w x   ..where n s m q  dn . By Theorem 3.2 of 4 , m GL q s n ; 0 Fis0 i p dn ii
  .. ? @  . si F s and, by Lemma 5.2, m Sp q s mrd . Thus, m L s  np 2 m p is0 i
? @   ..q mrd s m Sp q .p 2 n
  ..   ..By Lemma 5.3, A Sp q is connected whenever m Sp q G 2.p 2 m p 2 m
w x   ..Also, by Theorem 3.4 of 4 , A GL q is connected whenever n G 2.p dn iiw xFinally, by Lemma 1.2 of 4 ,
A L , A GL q ) A GL q ) ??? ) A GL q .  .  .  . .  .  .p p dn p dn p dn0 1 s
) A Sp q . . .p 2 m
w x  .Hence, by Lemma 1.3 of 4 , A L is simply connected if s ) 1 or if s s 1p
  ..and A Sp q / B. There are two other cases that can arise:p 2 m
  ..  .Case I: s s 1 and A Sp q s B. In this case, since m L G 3,p 2 m p
  ..   .. either n G 2 or n G 2, and hence A GL q or A GL q respec-0 1 p dn p dn0 1
.tively is connected and both simplicial complexes are nonempty. Thus, by
w x  .Lemma 1.3 of 4 , A L is simply connected.p
  ..Case II: s s 0. Let m Sp q s n . Then if n s 0 we have n G 3p 2 m 1 1 0
 .   .. w xand A L , A GL q . But, by Theorem A of 4 and Lemma 3.2 ofp p dn0w x   ..4 , A GL q is simply connected since n G 3. Otherwise, n G 1 forp dn 0 i0
  ..both i s 0 and 1, and n G 2 for either i s 0 or 1. So, A GL q andi p dn0
  ..A Sp q are both nonempty and at least one is connected. Again, byp 2 m
w x  .Lemma 1.3 of 4 , A L is simply connected.p
 .Therefore, in all possible cases, A L is simply connected.p
 . y1  . ..  .   . .Note that, for all y g A L , f A L F y s A U ? y is h y y 1 -p p p
w xconnected by Theorem 11.2 of 6 , since U is a solvable p9-group.
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 .  . .  .LEMMA 7.2. Gi¨ en A g A L , A L ) A is nonempty when h A s 1,p p
 .and connected when h A s 0.
 .  . .  .Proof. Since m L G 3, A L ) A / B when h A s 1. So as-p p
 .  .  .sume that A g A L with h A s 0. We have L ( GL q = ??? =p dn0
 .  .   ..GL q = Sp q , so let m Sp q s n . If n s 0 and s s 0,nd 2 m p 2 m sq1 sq1s
 .   ..  .then A L , A GL q with n s m L G 3. Thus, by Lemma 5.3p p dn 0 p0w x  . .of 4 , A L ) A is connected. So assume that either n G 1 orp sq1
 .  .s G 1. If n G 1, then let L ( GL q = ??? = GL q and L (sq1 1 dn dn 20 s
 .  .  .Sp q . If n s 0 and s G 1, then let L ( GL q = ??? = GL q2 m sq1 1 dn dn0 sy1
 .  .  .and L ( GL q = Sp q . Then m L / 0 for i s 1 and 2, and if2 dn 2 m p is
 .  . m L G 2, then A L is connected by Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 3.4 ofp i p i
w x  . w x.4 and 2.1 of 2 . Note that L s L = L , where L and L satisfy the1 2 1 2
w x  .  . .criteria of Theorem 1.6 of 4 . Hence, if h A s 0, A L ) A is con-p
nected.
y1  . ..By Lemma 7.2, and the comment about f A L F y , the map f :p
  . .  .  . w xA Sp q ª A L satisfies the criterion of 1.4 of 2 . By Lemma 7.1,p 2 n x p
 .   . .A L is simply connected. Hence, F s A Sp q is simply connectedp x p 2 n x
for all x g B. Therefore, we have shown:
THEOREM 7.3. Let p be a prime and let d G 3 be the order of q in ZrpZ,
  ..   ..and assume that d is odd. If m Sp q G 3, then A Sp q is simplyp 2 n p 2 n
connected.
As in Section 4 we have the following corollary:
COROLLARY 7.4. Let p be a prime and let d G 3 be the order of q in
  ..   ..ZrpZ, and assume d is odd. If m PSp q G 3, then A PSp q isp 2 n p 2 n
simply connected.
  ..  .Proof. Since d G 3 and m PSp q G 3, PSp q is simple. Sop 2 n 2 n
  ..   ..   ..O Sp q is central, and, by Theorem 2.3, A PSp q ( A Sp q ,p9 2 n p 2 n p 2 n
and the result follows from Theorem 7.3.
8. THE PROOF OF THEOREM B
Let V be a 2n-dimensional symplectic space over F with q / 2 andq
define C to be the order complex of the proper, nondegenerate subspaces
of V}ordered by inclusion. In this section we show that C is C.M. of
 .dimension n y 2 .
First, consider the order complex K of the poset U = U9 N 0 / U z W
H 4and W * s U [U9 }ordered by inclusion. Here W is an n-dimensional
vector space over F and U H is the annihilator of U in W *.q
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 .LEMMA 8.1. The complex K defined abo¨e is n y 3 -connected.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. When n s 2, K is nonempty
 .and thus y1-connected. So assume n G 3. Note that GL q acts on K,n
 .   ..and let p be a prime such that p N q y 1 . Let Z g A GL q lp n
  ..   .. . w xZ GL q , and define C s A GL q ) Z . By Theorem 12.4 of 6 , Cn p n
 .  .is n y 3 -connected. Consider the closed subposet sd K = C = F s
 .  .4x, A N x g Fix A . By the discussion following Theorem 2.2, it suffices
 .to show that F and F are n y 3 -connected ; x g C and ;A gx A
  ..A GL q .p n
 X X X.  .Given x s U = U - U = U - ??? - U = U g sd K , let n s0 0 1 1 s s 0
 .  . iy1dim U and ; 1 F i F s let n s dim U y  n . Finally, let n s0 i i js0 j sq1
n y s n . Thenis0 i
GL q ( GL q = GL q = ??? = GL q . .  .  .  .xn n n n0 1 sq1
w x   . .Thus, by Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 12.4 of 6 , A GL q is C.M. ofp n x
 .   . . .  .dimension n y 1 . Hence, F s A GL q ) Z is n y 3 -connectedx p n x
as required.
  ..Now, given A g A GL q , consider a decomposition of W s W [p n l0
W [ ??? [ W into weight spaces of A. Note that Z - A implies s G 1.l l1 s
 .  .Given 0 F i F s, let W * be the annihilator of all W in W * such thatl li j
 .j / i, and note that W = W * g K. By the action of A on W and W *,l li i
we have a decomposition of W * s W Uy1 [ W Uy1 [ ??? [ W Uy1 , with W Uy1 sl l l l0 1 s i
 .W * for all 0 F i F s.li
Fix 0 F i F s, and let pr : W ª W and prU : W * ª W * y1 be thei l i li i
canonical projections. Let K be the order complex of U = U9 F W =i l iU U  H U . 4-1 y1 y1W N 0 / U z W and W s U lW [ U9 , ordered by inclusion.l l l li i i i
 .  .If n s dim W , then, by induction on dimensions since s G 1 , Ki l ii
 . Uy1is n y 3 -connected. Also note that, given U = U9 g K, W si l i
  ..H U  .pr U [ pr U9 .i i
 . Since s G 1, if D s sd K is the double cone of sd K as defined in .i i i
w x. U   ..4 , then, by the discussion in the preceding paragraph, pr = pr Fix Ai i
 . w x  .( D ; 0 F i F s . By Corollary 1.8 of 4 , F s Fix A ( D =i A 0
 .  .4 s  .D = . . . = D y 0, . . . , 0 , `, . . . , ` is thus  n y 3 q 3s s1 2 is0 i
 .n y 3 -connected as required.
 .We can now show that C is C.M. of dimension n y 2 by induction on
 .n. Note that, by the definition of C , it is n y 2 -dimensional. When
n s 2, C is nonempty and we are done, So assume that n G 3.
 .LEMMA 8.2. C is n y 3 -connected.
Proof. If q y 1 is not a power of 2, let p be an odd prime dividing
  ..q y 1 and let A s A Sp q . Otherwise, let p s 2 and A sp 2 n
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  .. .   ..   ..A Sp q ) Z where Z g A Sp q l Z Sp q . Consider2 2 n 2 2 n 2 n
 .  .  .4  .sd C = A = F s x, A N x g Fix A . By Theorem 4.10, A is n y 2 -
 .connected when p / 2 and n y 3 -connected when p s 2, so if ; x g
 .  .  .sd C and ; A g A, F and F are n y 3 -connected, then C is n y 3 -x A
connected.
 .  .  .Given x s U - U - ??? - U g sd C , let dim U s 2n and ; 1 F0 l s 0 0
 . iy1   . .i F s let 2n s dim U y  2n . When p / 2, F s A Sp q wherei i js0 j x p 2 n x
 .  .  .  . sq1Sp q ( Sp q = ??? = Sp q = Sp q and n s  n . When2 n x 2 n 2 n 2 n is0 i0 s sq1
  . . .  .p s 2, F s A Sp q ) Z with Sp q as above. In both cases, byx 2 2 n x 2 n x
 .Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 4.10, F is n y 3 -connected as claimed.x
 .   . .  .Given A g A, we have F s Fix A s sd Fix A 9 , where Fix A 9 is theA
subcomplex of C defined on those simplices fixed under the action of A.
 .  .Hence, it suffices to show that Fix A 9 is n y 3 -connected. We consider
the cases p / 2 and p s 2 separately. When p / 2, we have a decomposi-
tion V s V H V [ V y1 H ??? H V [ V y1 with V q V y1 a nondegen-l l l l l l l0 1 1 s s i i
erate subspace ; 0 F i F s, as given in Section 4. One of two cases can
arise:
Case I: V s 0 and s s 1. In this case V s V [ V y1 , with eachl l l0
nondegenerate subspace of the form U [ U y1 where U F V and U y1 Fl l l l l
U  .  .y1 y1V . The map p : V ª V given by p ¨ s f y, ¨ is an isomorphism.l l l
Identifying V y1 with V U , we see that U [ U y1 is nondegenerate iffl l l l
U H  .y1V s U [ U . Thus, Fix A 9 can be identified with the complex Kl l l
 .considered in Lemma 8.1, and hence is n y 3 -connected.
Case II: V / 0 or s ) 1. For 0 F i F s let pr : V ª V q V y1 be thel i l l0 i i
canonical projections and let C be the order complex of the properi
 .y1nondegenerate subspaces of V q V . By induction, C is n y 3 -l l i ii i
  . .connected and pr Fix A 9 ( C . As in the proof of Lemma 8.1, thisi i
 .  .implies Fix A 9 is n y 3 -connected.
When p s 2, we have a decomposition of V s V H V H ??? H Vl l l0 1 s
where V is nondegenerate ; 0 F i F s, as given in Section 4. Sinceli
Z - A, either V / 0 or s ) 1. Thus, arguing as in Case II above, F isl A0
 .n y 3 -connected as required.
 .Thus, in light of Theorem 2.2, we have shown C is n y 3 -connected as
claimed.
 .   . . .Comment 3. Given x s U g C , h x s dim U r2 y 1 . For any
 .symplectic space W, let C W be the order complex of the proper,
nondegenerate subspaces of W}ordered by inclusion. Then, by Lemma
 .   . . .8.2, C W is dim W r2 y 2 -spherical.
THEOREM 8.3. Let V be a 2n-dimensional symplectic space o¨er F withq
q / 2, and define C to be the order complex of the proper nondegenerate
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subspaces of V}ordered by inclusion. Then C is Cohen]Macaulay of dimen-
 .sion n y 2 .
Proof. Let x9 s U9 - U s x g C. Note that:
 .  .a C is n y 2 -spherical by Lemma 8.2.
 .  .   . .b C - x is h x y 1 -spherical. This follows from comment 3 by
 .  .identifying C - x with C U .
 .  .   . .c C ) x is n y h x y 3 -spherical. This follows from the fact
 .  .that C ) x can be identified with C VrU and Comment 3.
 .  .  .  .   .  . .d x9, x s C ) x9 l C - x is h x y h x9 y 2 -spherical.
 .  . .This follows from the fact that x9, x can be identified with C U ) x9
 .and c above.
 . w x  .Thus, by 8.5 of 6 , C is C.M. of dimension n y 3 as claimed.
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